Precue effects in visual search: data or resource limited?
Precuing an observer as to where a target is more likely to occur in a subsequent visual array can increase the detectability (d') of a target at that location. This is often attributed to the observer's increased allocation of some limited cognitive resource ("attention") to the cued location. Two experiments are reported which are difficult to interpret in this way even though they involve similar cue effects. The first involves postcuing a location well after the array but before the observer responds, so that the cue can influence the response but not the observation. The second involves precuing, but with slow sequential presentation of array elements prior to the response, so the observer need not share any limited resource while processing each element in turn. Enhanced detectability similar to that produced with precues and simultaneous presentation of elements is shown to occur in each experiment. An alternative data-limited (rather than resource-limited) interpretation of these effects is provided by a mathematical model in which the observer integrates equally noisy or degraded internal representations of the array elements, but gives more weight to cued elements in selecting a response. Theoretical parameters of the model are shown to provide separate measures of both an observer's overall sensitivity and precue effects in cost-benefit analyses of cuing data.